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ABSTRACT
NEGOTIATION OF IDENTITY IN THE GLOBAL ERA 
IN HOUSE FURNISHINGS IN TURKEY
YESIM BALIM 
BILKENT MBA
Supervisor; Assoc. Prof. Guliz Ger 
June 1995
The consumption environment in developing countries have been changing drastically 
under the effects of globalization and economic, political and social transformations. 
Consumers facing these changes experience an identity problem where the local identity 
must be negotiated with the new "modern" identity. Negotiation of identity thus becomes 
a serious dimension of consumption patterns in developing countries. This study 
examines how people in Turkey negotiate their sense of identity in the global era in terms 
of house furnishings. As variables indicating the extent of transformation in Turkey, rate 
of urbanization experienced and generation belonged were used. The emerging themes of 
conflicting views about the 'West' as well as negotiation through product choices, usage 
patterns and images hold are discussed.
Keywords: Globalization, Modernization, Urbanization, Westernization, Identity,
Negotiation
ÖZET
GLOBAL ÇAĞDA TÜRKİYE'DE EV DÖŞEMELERİNDE 
KİMLİK BAĞDAŞIMI
Danışman: Doç. Dr. Güliz Ger
Gelişmekte olan ülkelerde tüketim çevresi globalleşmenin ve ekonomik, politik ve 
sosyokültürel dönüşümlerin etkisi altında büyük değişikliklere uğramaktadır. Bu 
değişikliklerle karşılaşan tüketicilerde yerel kimlik ile yeni, "modem" kimliğin 
bağdaşımını kapsayan bir kimlik sorunu doğmaktadır. Bu nedenle kimlik bağdaşımı 
gelişmekte olan ülkelerdeki tüketim modelinin ciddi bir boyutunu oluşturmaktadır. Bu 
çalışma, global çağda Türkiye'de kimlik bağdaşımını evlerin döşenmesi açısından 
incelemektedir. Türkiye'deki dönüşümün kapsamını gösteren değişkenler olarak bağlı 
bulunan nesil ve şehirleşme kullanılmıştır. Meydana çıkan temalar olarak, 'Batı' 
konusundaki çelişkili görüşler ile birlikte ürün seçimiyle, kullanım modeliyle ve imgeler 
yoluyla bağdaşım tartışılmaktadır.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Globalleşme, Modernleşme, Şehirleşme, Batılılaşma, Kimlik, 
Bağdaşım
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INTRODUCTION
Today, globalization is a process affecting consumers all around the world. 
With the emergence and transformation of global markets, especially people living in 
less-developed countries face dramatic changes in their economic, political and 
sociocultural environment. Liberalization and the shift to marketized economies, the 
decreasing governmental intervention, and privatization are some of these important 
transformations. Moreover with the advance of telecommunications, global images 
are transmitted all around the world. As transnational brands and global 
advertisements become available in more countries, the consumption environment 
also changes. All these transformations are inevitably reflected in the culture. In the 
global era, cultural homogenization exists along with a return to local cultures and a 
raise of ethnicity and fundamentalism.
Despite the studies done on the financial, economical, and strategical 
implications of globalization, the effects of globalization on consumers of LDC have 
been studied only to a certain extent (Belk 1988, Joy and Wallendorf 1995, 
Featherstone 1990). Negotiation of the sense of identity has especially received 
limited attention (Herzfeld 1991, Belk and Ger 1995). In this thesis, I will attempt to 
assess how consumers facing urbanization in the global era negotiate their sense of 
identity in form of house furnishings. By studying the way people decorate their 
homes, the goods that they possess and the way they relate to these goods, I hope to 
discover different responses to the transformation process. Two major variables 
determining exposure to globalization and the extent of transformation experienced 
are urbanization and the generation belonged. Hence, this study examines consumer
responses to 'modernization' * as related to whether they have migrated to the city and 
to the generation they belong.
Negotiating the sense of identity in the global era, is not only an attempt of 
consumers to adapt at the individual level, it is also a process that affects local 
sociocultural dynamics. The Western goods, life-styles, values and consumption 
patterns are created for the Western industrialized nations. Their rapid diffusion into 
other societies bring up the question of whether these goods are of social value to the 
people of these societies. On the other hand, with rapid changes in the environment, 
marketing strategies tend to regard the preservation of local culture only as an 
opportunity cost (Sherry, 1987). Thus examining consumer responses to the 
transformations in the global era is crucial in both an ethical dimension, in the sense 
of minimizing exploitation and erasure of local cultures and in a strategical dimension 
by enabling wiser and more comprehensive marketing strategy development. As the 
chaos of globalization unsettles the consumers of today, understanding the interplay 
between world market and cultural identity, and local processes at work in facing 
global pressures , offers new insights to both global and local marketing.
The thesis proceeds with a review of related literature in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
explains the qualitative methodology used, which includes interviews and projective 
techniques such as autodriving (Heisley and Levy 1991), Zaltman Metaphor 
Elicitation Technique (Zaltman and Higie 1993), and comments on visual material. 
Chapter 4 contains background infomaation about the locality studied, Alaşehir, so as 
to familiarize the reader with the place and the people examined. After describing a 
typical traditional house and drawing profiles of several respondents. Chapter 4 goes 
on to discuss the themes 'West is civilization', 'West is incomprehensible', 
'Negotiation in Purchases', 'Negotiation in Usage Patterns', 'Negotiation in Images', 
and 'Accounting for the Past', which emerged as a result of the study. Finally,
1 The words "modernization" and "modern" are not used in 
the sense of modern vs. postmodern, but rather to refer 
to the transformations faced in the industrializing 
countries.
findings arc concluded in a summary form and the limitations o f the study as well as
suggestions for future research are discussed in Chapter 6.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
II.A.1 Globalization
The consumption environment in the less affluent world is undergoin, 
dramatic changes today as a result of globalization, and the transformation 
experienced along with it. A shift to marketized economies, urbanization, increasing 
communication of global images and availability of global brands affect consumptioi 
opportunities and desires. Although its homogenizing effects have received attentioi 
(Belk 1988, Featherstone 1990), it is not possible to regard globalization as ; 
synonym for world-wide homogenization (Smith 1990, Hannerz 1990, Appadurai 
1990). Rather, globalization is defined as a 'new framework of differentiation 
(Arnason 1990, p.224) which results in "the crystallization of the entire world in i 
single place", and in the emergence of a 'global human condition' (Amason 1990 
p.220). Along these lines, the world culture emerging as a result of the globalizatior 
process is not characterized by a replication of uniformity but by an organization ol 
diversity where interconnections between different local cultures create the global 
culture. (Hannerz, 1990). Featherstone (1990) sees the result of the globalizatior 
process not as production of uniformity but as introduction to a broad range of local 
cultures, which familiarize people with greater diversity. The emerging global 
culture is characterized by a mixture of different components gathered from all 
around the world and transmitted by international telecommunication systems. Thus, 
global cultures exist in the plural sense, simultaneously carrying out different roles in 
terms of providing abundant standardized commodities, and a mosaic of 
'denationalized' ethnic motifs (Smith, 1990).
The cultural flows that accompany globalization are multi-directional, 
ensuring both homogeneity and heterogeneity. The five ways of cultural flow; 
ethnoscapes (moving people; tourists, immigrants, refugees, guestworkers, etc.), 
mediascapes (dissemination of information and images of the world by media), 
technoscapes (mechanical and infonnational technology transfer), finanscapes (global 
capital flow) and ideoscapes (flow of political world views) come together to form 
the complexity of globalization as we experience it today (Appadurai 1990). To 
these five ways of cultural flow, consumptionscapes ('repertoire of flow of products') 
can be added (Ger and Belk 1995). These flows are not unidirectional and their 
speed, scope and volume are the sources of disjunctures faced in the global era.
II.A.2 Turkey facing Globalization
Turkey is living through the complicated change brought on by globalization 
as well as by the transformations that became more pronounced after 1980s. Whereas 
previously the economy was protected and state controlled, with an emphasis on 
import substitution, starting with 1980s, rapid marketization, economic liberalization 
and privatization were undertaken. As these transformations affected the economic 
and political environment, the dramatic population growth and urbanization have 
introduced drastic changes in the socio-cultural area. Moreover the presence of the 
five cultural flows of globalization in Turkey further complicate the picture. 
Ethnoscapes are provided by the guest workers immigrating from the country to 
industrialized countries, especially Germany. As these workers return to their 
villages either during vacations or permanently, they bring along 'Western goods' as 
well as an image of "the West". Moreover with the increase in tourism, the country is 
exposed to other cultures, other ways of life and values. Meanwhile as the country 
tries to industrialize, technoscapes and finanscapes become everyday issues. Foreign 
investments are encouraged, joint ventures are increasing in number and Turkey 
imports technology from industrialized countries. These transfers of technology and 
capital form the technoscapes and finanscapes. Finally, with important improvements
in telecommunication, media exposes the citizens to the same television programs 
and world images, as the rest of the world. As a result, in this era, Turkey is affected 
by global forces as well as by internal transfonnations.
II. B Identity and Consumption in the Global Era
II.B.1 Globalization and Identity
The flow of information and images that come along with globalization make 
the boundaries of local cultures vaguer. These flows also help to erase the sense of 
collective memory and local traditions, creating a sense of homelessness 
(Featherstone 1990). This sense is further intensified by the difficulty of creating a 
global identity. Images and traditions express and derive from identities formed by 
historical circumstances, whereas a global culture has no historical identity. Its 
inability in answering any living needs or any 'identity-in-the-making' forms the main 
problem in creating a global identity. There are no 'world memories' to unite 
humanity and collective identity is always historically specific (Smith 1990, p.l79).
The identity confusion is intensified by the presence of two seemingly 
opposing forces that are encountered in the process of globalization; cultural 
imperialism exists side by side and simultaneously with local cultural identities 
(Smith 1990). Thus, a 'cultural heterogenization' is as real as 'cultural 
homogenization' (Appadurai 1990, p.296). Globalization uses the instruments of 
homogenization such as advertising, fashion etc., but these instruments are also used 
after local political and cultural entities to produce heterogenization (Appadurai 1990, 
p.307). Friedman (1990) sees the two trends of 'ethnic and cultural fragmentation' 
and 'modernist homogenization' not as two opposing arguments of what is happening 
in the world today, but as two constitutive trends of globalization.
Hence, the destruction of local identity and inability of replacing it with a 
practical global, or even national, identity leads to confusion. Modernity is desirable,
but also unsettling. Especially when people perceive modernization as emulating 
"Western" lifestyles, values and way of thinking, and are unable to relate to it in a 
natural way, this discomfort grows. In order to cope with this unsettlement, different 
responses to globalization and modernization emerge. These vary from immersion of 
local culture to rediscovery of ethnicity and regional cultures, from a cosmopolitan 
orientation to romantic visions of simpler life and sense of home. A strong resistance 
in the form of ethnicity, traditionalism or fundamentalism can be observed (Levitt 
1988), as well as an unquestioning adoption of global patterns. Finally, a new 
synthesis is possible (Sherry 1987) where the cultures are able to adapt and reframe 
their meaning system. As a result, a simultaneous return to local cultures and raise of 
ethnicity is encountered along with a perceived destruction of locality by 
modernization.
II.B.2 Identity and Consumption
The effect of globalization and transformations as well as the accompanying 
reactions, are directly reflected in the consumption patterns. Consumption in the 
global era mainly follows two trends. On one hand, it moves toward standardization 
where the same consumption preferences appear in all places of the world, and on the 
other, toward pluralization where everywhere in the world, people want the same 
variety (Levitt 1988). In a more dramatic sense, consumption patterns reflect a 
transformation of identity. Friedman (1990), regards consumption in the world 
system as the result of a negotiation between self-definition and possibilities offered 
and therefore argues that it is always a 'consumption of identity'. Thus it is not 
possible to separate the consumption of individuals from the cultural sense of identity 
that is negotiated during this consumption process.
The link between consumption patterns and a sense of identity is formed by 
the ability of possessions to carry multiple meanings. The material environment is 
not only important because of its economic and practical features, but also because of 
its role in shaping consciousness, self-awareness and perception of the world (Dittmar
1992). "Goods are building blocks of life-worlds,... they (are) constituents of self­
hood, of social identity." (Friedman 1990, p.327). Objects are significant because of 
their role in building and maintaining a social reputation, image of one-self, self­
esteem, a desire for future purchases and in the assessment of a standard of living and 
status in relation to others (Lunt and Livingstone 1992). They denote our character 
for others, remind ourselves of who we are, convey and extend self-concept, stand as 
symbols of security and self-differentiation (Wallendorf and Arnould 1988). 
Moreover possessions can be regarded as a part of oneself, as self extensions (Belk 
1988). All these roles possessions play are achieved through their ability to convey 
memories about events, friends, relatives etc., to form part of one's personal history, 
to represent personal accomplishment, to stand as symbols of ideal or future self, to 
provide cultural or religious associations and to carry intrinsic qualities such as being 
irreplaceable, hand-made, etc.
More importantly, goods people possess are closely related with the cultural 
identity they maintain. Apart from building, developing and maintaining individual 
identity, material possessions also ensure the sense of belonging to a certain group. 
The importance attached to goods stems largely from this ability to carry and 
communicate cultural meaning (McCracken 1988). Dittmar (1992) divides the 
meaning of possessions into two categories: Instrumental meaning and symbolic 
meaning. Symbolic meaning consists of self-expressive meaning which is used to 
create self-identity and categorical meaning. The categorical meaning of goods is 
used to symbolize group membership, social position, status and to locate the 
individual in social-material terms. She concludes: " People use material goods and 
consumption patterns as a fundamental way of understanding, orienting themselves 
in, and interacting with their social environment." (Dittmar 1992, p.8)
The cultural role of objects result from the fact that objects are created 
according to the key pattern of culture, hence materializing cultural meaning. By 
encoding cultural principles, they make cultural categories visible and demonstrable. 
Moreover goods not only carry cultural meaning, but also change the culture as
refrigerators have changed the shopping habits, or the TV, the time organization and 
family relations (Dittmar 1992). Thus, "goods are both the creations and the creators 
of the culturally constituted world." (McCracken 1988, p.76).
As a specific example of the ability of possessions to reflect both self-identity 
and cultural identity, domestic possessions can be examined. The domestic 
environment provides an arena both for self-definition and for cultural sense of 
belonging. Dittmar (1992) sees home as a shelter for objects that define the self 
Similarly, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981) argue that home contains 
the most special objects chosen by the person and which create continuity in his 
intimate life. Hence, the objects in the domestic environment, by being the ones most 
involved in making up of a person's identity, represent the endogenous being of the 
owner. "Thus household objects constitute an ecology of signs that reflects as well as 
shapes \hQ pattern of the owner's self" (p.l7).
Housing exteriors and interiors are media for expression of cultural meaning 
which constitutes the world as we perceive it (McCracken 1988). Along these lines. 
Collier and Grunebaum (1981) have been able to assess dimensions of family 
organization by studying domestic goods and housing interiors. The way the house is 
decorated emphasize the definition of family boundaries, establish role boundaries 
within the family, provide locus of family operations, differentiate closeness and 
separation, define unacceptable behavior providing basis for sanctions, express and 
control affect and impulses, establish family identity and goals and reveal family 
problem solving techniques. Lunt and Livingstone (1992) also explore domestic 
goods to reveal family dynamics; the objects in the house reflect relations in terms of 
who lets who use what, moral judgments of the other's activities, needs and desires, 
justification and conflict, and separateness and mutuality.
In addition to revealing family dynamics, the domestic environment indicates 
broader societal implications. Belk (1988) observes that different life-styles and 
social classes result in different types of homes and furniture selection. He argues 
that the external appearance of the house resembles the social self whereas the interior
decorating reveals the true self of the family. Thus the house is seen as a 'symbolic 
body for the family' (p.I52). Just as an individual uses personal goods to define his 
sense of identity, a family is most likely to define a 'family self by using household 
objects. The most important object in this procedure is the house; its dwelling and 
furnishings.
Specifically in the domestic environment, the living room has received 
attention in literature. Wallendorf and Arnould (1988) mention that it is the most 
public one and therefore is most involved in impression management. The living 
room reflects conscious and unconscious attempts to express a social identity. 
McCracken (1988) studies living room as an example of displaced meaning. "Living 
rooms are places where a family lives to a higher standard, according to more 
exacting ideas. Having invested in the living room with this displaced meaning the 
family fastidiously avoids it." (p.l 12). On this issue, Dittmar (1992) argues that the 
parts of our living space that is made available for guests reflect the intimacy of the 
relationship we have with them.
In addition to the way rooms are treated, the individual possessions in the 
house give clues about the identity and the values of the culture. In their study on the 
most cherished objects in the home, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981) 
have worked with 315 US. respondents. Working with the themes that were recurring 
during the interviews, they have identified three general reasons for possessing 
domestic objects. The main single theme identified was egocentric and hedonistic 
reasons, where the favorite object is seen as a source of enjoyment or as an end in 
itself The second major theme identified was that of kinship, people regarding 
objects as ties that bind people to each other and to other generations. The last theme 
was the absence of a widely of shared cultural ideal which could have been embedded 
in domestic objects. As a result, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton state that by 
studying the most cherished domestic objects, they were able to reveal a picture of the 
meaning of life for urban Americans. Thus possessions, especially domestic goods 
have other implications than material value and utility. The ability of goods to reflect
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personal and social identity and values make them valuable tools for understanding 
identity construction, negotiation and maintenance.
II.B.3 Identity and Consumption in LDC in the face of Globalization
While globalization introduces an identity problem and a change in 
consumption patterns all around the world, the most pronounced changes are 
encountered in Less Developed Countries which are recently marketizing. These 
societies are bombarded with goods and images that previously had no cultural 
meaning and were not a part of the social identity. As the spread of Western media 
increases the desire for Western consumer goods, a consumer culture is beginning to 
emerge in the Third World (Belk 1988) together with an increase in materialism (Ger 
and Belk 1995). Since the resources are limited, in most of these countries, islands of 
affluence exist in urban areas and create disparities in the rest of the society 
(Dholakia, Sharif and Bhandari 1988).
As globalization brings about the identity problems discussed in the identity 
part, the consumption environment in LDCs, becomes an arena for the foreign, global 
and local cultures to collide. The attempts to cope with the Western modernity 
imposing progressiveness on one hand and with the local culture demanding the 
persistence of traditions on the other, can be observed in the material possessions 
people own. In addition to an emulation of Western goods and life-styles, 
alternatives to global consumer culture are found in LDC consumptionscapes. A 
'return to roots' which rejuvenates local consumption patterns, a 'resistance' to forces 
of globalism as exemplified by voluntary simplicity, a 'local appropriation' of global 
goods and 'reconfiguration' of their meaning to fit the local culture and a 'creolization' 
which is characterized by a new synthesis are among the possible consumption 
patterns that enable the negotiation of identity in these countries in the global era (Ger 
and Belk 1995).
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II.B.4 Identity and Consumption in Turkey
Globalization in Turkey results in the simultaneous presence of cultural 
homogenization and cultural heterogenization. As development is equated with 
westernization, the culture is Western oriented, implying a transformation of identity. 
However, this 'Western' identity is encountered along with multiple local identities. 
The identity confusion in Turkey is not only a result of globalization but is also 
affected by the interruptions in the history. The several dimensions of Turkish 
identity include the central Asian nomadic identity, problems faced with Arabs before 
conversion to Islam, Islamic identity of Ottoman empire which looked down upon 
Anatolian Turks and finally the transformation to a secular nation state after the First 
World War (Keyder 1993). Turkish identity did not evolve through local cultural and 
societal dynamics but was created at the top by republican elites and was taught to the 
masses. The lack of a natural link between the local culture and the new pro western 
image to be lived up to, created an identity problem at all levels. Confusion 
intensified as a result of the transformations that occurred in 1980s, which altered 
cultural hierarchies, created social alienation and a questioning of behavioral codes 
(Ger 1992). As the country tries to achieve modernization in the global era through 
westernization, the rapid urbanization and unequal income distribution increase the 
feelings of confusion and frustration (Kaplan 1994). As a result, a search for a new 
identity is present which is characterized by a return to religion or ethnic roots. Thus 
in the global era, Turkey faces, along with modernization, the raise of 
fundamentalism, ethnicism and militaristic nationalism.
As a result of the changes brought on by globalization and economic, political 
and social transformations, the consumption environment in Turkey is rapidly 
changing. The images of 'good life' transmitted by the media, communicated by 
global marketing and displayed by returning guest workers and by the 'newly rich', 
increase the consumption orientation and desire for anything 'Western'. With 
increasing urbanization and immigration from rural areas, the desire for an urban 
lifestyle and consumption level intensifies. Materialism in the society has begun to
12
increase, happiness as well as power over others are directly linked to material 
possessions. The 'West' provides a model and ideal of consumption (Ger and Belk 
1995). Emulation of the West and imitative consumption patterns lead to the 
devaluation and diminishing of local cultures (Ger 1992), inevitably affecting the 
sense of identity.
II.C Research Purpose
As we saw, globalization and the transformations are introducing identity 
problems which simultaneously exist with a change in consumption patterns. The 
changes in the consumption environment in Turkey also have implications for the 
domestic environment. In most places, traditional local houses are being torn down 
to be replaced by apartment buildings. The housing interiors are changing even faster 
than exteriors, modern appliances and electronical equipment are beginning to enter 
into more and more houses, and modern furnishing consisting of western style 
furniture is gaining acceptance, at least in the guest room. Authentic decorations are 
replaced by standardized goods, for instance copper and ceramic plates on walls give 
their way to plastic plates, while handmade rugs are replaced with wall to wall 
carpeting (Ger 1992).
As these changes in the domestic environment are becoming more pronounced 
with the increasing rate of urbanization, a study of this environment will be useful in 
extracting responses to globalization and modernization and the means by which 
sense of identity is maintained. As discussed before, domestic environment has 
immediate implications for individual, family and cultural identity. The domestic 
environment and domestic goods constitute an interesting arena where modem and 
local cultures collide and where, given the rich symbolic attributes of this 
environment, different consumer responses can be observed. As one example, 
Herzfeld (1991) has examined how consumers in a Cretan town negotiate their sense 
of identity by using their physical environment and how they expressed their 
resistance by attachment to houses and traditional goods such as embroidery.
13
siherware, household ornaments and icons. Similarly, the aim of this study is to 
discover how consumers in Turkey negotiate their sense of identity in the global era 
in terms of house furnishings. As the extent of transformations brought about by 
globalization are mostly affected by the level of urbanization and the generation 
belonged, these variables were used as indicators of exposure to globalization.
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III.A. Sample
I have conducted my studies for this thesis in Alaşehir, which is a newly 
urbanizing county of Manisa. Whereas in the past, most of the population worked in 
vineyards and lived a half-nomad life by moving to the vineyards outside the county 
in the summer and moving back to their homes after vintage, today some of the new 
generation lives in Alaşehir permanently and works in banks, government offices or 
owns shops. Similarly, Alaşehir as a physical setting is divided into two; downtown, 
which is crowded with apartment buildings, offices, banks, shops and cars; and 
uptown which is characterized by traditional houses with 'hayat's, with only small 
groceries in between and where carriages and motorcycles outnumber automobiles. 
However the two settings do not prevent local and modern lifestyles from being 
interwoven; it is most likely to encounter computer games in a traditional house and a 
'sini' in a downtown flat. Hence the domestic environment in Alaşehir is wonh 
studying in order to identify the effects of modernization and urbanization and to 
observe different consumer responses in the way of negotiating identity.
The sample of the study was selected in order to identify the effects of the two 
variables indicating the extent of exposure to globalization and the rate 
transformation; namely urbanization and the generation belonged. Hence the sample 
constituted of two main groups; the older generation who still works in vineyards and 
lives in traditional houses, the younger generation who lives in downtown in the 
apartment buildings. In order to provide additional insight and allow comparisons, 
one person from the older generation who has moved downtown and one person from
III. M ETH O D O LO G Y
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the younger generation who still resides in uptown were interviewed. Considering 
the ease and feasibility of the study, only women were autodrived. Moreover as the 
data collection process provided depth insight, twelve informants were adequate for 
the categories and their properties to saturate.
III.B Data Collection Methods
In this study, I have relied mostly on a photoelicitation technique called 
"autodriving" (Heisley and Levy 1991). Autodriving can be described briefly as 
using visual and audio recordings as projective devices for interviewing informants. 
It is a method based on projective and visual research methods but asks more specific 
questions than classical projective techniques. In the first stage, the subject under 
study, for example family meals, is photographed. These photographs are used as 
initial stimuli to interview the respondents and the interview is audiotaped. In the 
second iteration the photographs together with the audiotape from the first interview 
are used to elicit further responses from the informant.
Another method used was adapted from the sorting step of ZMET, Zaltman 
Metaphor Elicitation Technique (Zaltman and Higie 1993). ZMET instructs 
informants to collect pictures or to take photographs showing what the topic under 
study means to them. This is followed by a ten step study including storytelling, 
missed images, sorting, construct elicitation, choosing the most representative picture, 
opposite images, sensory images, mental map, summary image and consensus map. 
The sorting step asks the respondent to sort the pictures into meaningful piles and to 
provide a title or description for each pile. No restrietions are made as to the number 
of piles and the number of pictures in each pile. This step is used in order to establish 
themes and constructs that are relevant to the informant. In my study, I asked the 
informants to perform the sorting task for the photographs I took during the first stage 
of autodriving. This has provided some insight as to the relevant themes for the 
respondents.
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A final technique that was used included interviewing the informants using 
pictures of foreign homes as projective stimuli. Eight different photographs of 
western rooms (see Appendix 1) were shown and the informants were asked to 
discuss how they felt about each room and to identify whether the room was Turkish 
or foreign. This was done in an attempt to recognize what is seen as domestic and 
what is regarded as foreign, and the feelings that accompany these assessments.
III. C Data Collection Process
In conducting the research, one household was visited three times on the 
average. In the first stage, the domestic environment was photographed. All the 
rooms, as well as the objects which carried the possibility of lending themselves to 
interesting explanations, were photographed. This stage was also an opportunity to 
introduce myself, explain the purpose of the study and to get to know the people to 
some extent.
In the second session, using the photographs as stimuli, the informants were 
interviewed and the interview was audio-recorded. Informants were asked to explain 
the photographs, and to tell their thoughts and feelings when they viewed them. At 
this stage, my intervention was limited, rather what was chosen to be explained, what 
got noticed first and why, etc. was recorded. Questions were asked in order to clarify, 
or deepen the subject, or to redirect the informant back to the relevant issue. One of 
the problems encountered at this stage was that some of the informants were not 
comfortable with the recording equipment and started to contribute more after the 
tape was turned off In such situations, their contributions were recorded by note­
taking. Another part of this session was to have the informant sort the photographs, 
similar to the sorting step in ZMET.
In the last session, both the photographs and the audio-record were used in 
order to derive further comments from the informants. This session was an 
opportunity to discuss the questions that arose in my mind when studying the results 
of previous sessions and to get more in-depth information about important subjects.
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In this session, the projective technique using pictures of foreign houses as stimuli 
was also used.
IV.D Analysis of Data
During the data gathering stage, the findings were examined to recognize the 
different themes and different responses to transformations in the domestic 
environment. In analysis, a method similar to the Constant Comparison Method 
(Glaser and Strauss 1967) was applied. As the data were being gathered, they were 
recorded and classified while also being compared with other responses. At the end 
of each stage, incidents were classified according to categories. Every time a new 
incident was encountered, it was compared with the previously extracted themes. For 
each incident faced, a comparison was done with the previously extracted incidents in 
the same and different groups coded in the same category. Sub-categories were 
examined and updated through a back-and-forth process. Hence, category coding was 
achieved through the process of continuos feedback. After the categories were 
derived, they and their properties were integrated. The data collection and processing 
were carried on simultaneously, thus providing a better and clear direction for further 
data collection efforts. At the end of the study, the extracted categories were 
compared, combined, eliminated and re-categorized as necessary. As a result, several 
comprehensive categories emerged, which will be discussed in detail in the following 
section.
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IV.A Background Information
This section aims to offer more insight to the reader about the subject being 
studied by making the context vivid through examples. In order to help the 
visualization of the context, a description as to what a traditional house looks like, 
will be given. The description of this prototype house is extracted from the 
informants' descriptions themselves as well as from an examination of the 
photographs taken. There are deviations from this prototype in almost every house, 
however these deviations are slight, the overall atmosphere remains the same. The 
description of the house will be followed by case studies of four of the respondents, 
one from each subgroup. It is important to note that these profiles are provided in 
order to help visualization of the context and the themes, they do not constitute 
prototypes which can be generalized to other informants.
IV. RESULTS
IV.A.1 The Traditional Alaşehir House
The first thing to notice about a traditional Alaşehir house is its color. The 
exterior of each house is painted with several bright colors. Legend has it that the 
name of the town was given because of the way the houses look (Alacali Sehir = 
Multicolored town). The first entrance is to the house is through a garden called 
"hayat". The rooms have doors opening to hayat, and in most cases, one needs to go 
through the garden in order to go to another room. However, this has begun to 
change as the rooms are now being connected by doors. The houses usually consist 
of three rooms; living room, guest room and bedroom.(For some photographs of
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traditional houses and rooms, please see Appendix 2). The kitchen and the bathroom 
are in the garden. The garden is decorated with flowers in pots and has a separate 
place to put coal and wood that are burned during winter.
In most houses, the first place to modernize is the kitchen. Thus, two kitchens 
exist in one house, a small one having a fireplace in it and a slightly larger one which 
is "the modern kitchen". This one includes running water, wall tiling and shelves as 
well as a stove and a refrigerator which are decorated by embroidered covers. Most 
often cupboards are present and there is a rug on the floor.
The most important furniture of the living room are wooden divans, a rug and 
mattresses on the floor. Tliere is a tabic in one corner which is covered with a lace- 
work and is used for putting on odds and ends. The middle of the room is left empt>', 
to be used during mealtimes for setting up a sini (a round metal tray used as a table 
for meals). Television and telephone are placed in the living room, both decorated 
with embroideries. Usually at the top of the television a vase with plastic flowers and 
the photographs of the family or friends are present. The walls are decorated with 
photographs of family members and a painting which was done by either the child or 
by a friend.
The guest room is furnished with armchairs, which are decorated with laces 
and embroidered cushions. There may be an endtable with a plastic flower, lacework 
and two ashtrays on it. The walls are usually empty except for a plain clock or the 
marriage photograph of the family.
The bedroom includes a bedstead and sometimes an additional divan, if the 
room is large enough. The bedcover is from the dowry and is usually red. 
Underneath this first cover, another one is present which is white with embroidered 
sides. There is a wardrobe and a place to put extra sheets and quilts in. The walls are 
usually bare. The furniture for the bedroom is purchased right before the marriage 
and is not changed afterwards.
Overall, the house looks plain in terms of furnishings but is decorated 
colorfully. The changes in the traditional houses when compared with the past
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include the modernization of kitchens, connection of rooms by doors and occasional 
additions of an extra room.
IV.A.2 Profiles of_ Respondents
ç e v r iy e  ERDOĞAN is a 51 years old housewife, who is living in the 
uptown area of Alaşehir, in a house inherited from her mother. She is the youngest of 
three sisters, who are all alive. As a child, she was the most mischievous among the 
three, always curious and playful. She still retains her energy and positive attimde 
toward life. Her family has been a poor one; not owning any vineyards, they had to 
work in others' fields. After marrying a man "as poor as" herself, she has led a 
similar lifestyle until her husband found a job in a government office. However, ten 
years ago, her husband suddenly died because of a heart attack, leaving her with a 13 
year old daughter and a seven year old son. "Those were hard times, but I managed, 
now my daughter is working, she has saved herself, she is even taking care of me". 
She feels very proud of her daughter who earns money and spends it on updating the 
house and on preparing her dowry; she jokes that sometimes she is afraid that Selma 
(her daughter) is preparing the dowry not for herself, but for her mother.
After starting to earn money, her daughter has started to change everything in 
the house, throwing away their old furniture. Now they have new divans, armchairs, 
a new TV set, a radio, appliances and even a computer game for her younger son. She 
enjoys modernity in the house when it brings utility and an easier life. She is 
especially proud of her new kitchen which has running water inside.
It is very comfortable now that we have updated the house in this way. The 
kitchen is inside the house, it has running water. Now I spend most of my 
time there. I took my birds there, too, I do not get bored. There are also the 
flowers, inşallah, they are going to grow, now that I have saved them from 
the chickens.
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As well as having lots of friends, she is surrounded by pets; different kinds of 
birds, fish, cats, and by flowers. She likes all forms of life, she likes them to 
accompany her. Her house looks very colorful, full of laces, flowers and pictures; 
for her, color is the second criteria after durability to look for when she is buying 
something.
Her main concern is her children, she wants to see her daughter get married to 
a decent man and her son to get into the university. She believes in education, that 
young people should study hard to develop themselves and to find a stable job. She 
also believes in development, and thinks that it is a must to keep up with changing 
times. However she does not take the West but Turkish city houses as examples for 
modernity. For her, modernity is not "foreign", rather what she does not understand 
and finds confusing is "foreign". She takes pride in owning appliances and 
electronics and adapts to new goods provided that they are easy and comfortable to 
use. Immediately after owning a good, she domesticizes it, putting on it with colorful 
covers or laces, or putting the pets near it to make it seem more familiar and warmer.
Overall, she is at peace with herself, is not ashamed to admit that she is more 
comfortable with the traditional ways. However she also adapts quickly to changes 
and is not as attached to the past as her peers are. Behind this attitude lie both her 
easy-going character and the fact that she has suffered in the past, but now is happy 
with her children near her.
The things you see here are all new. There is nothing remaining from the 
past. Only me (laughs). Nothing left. These new things...my daughter has 
bought them all, not us.
- How do you feel about the old and the new?
I do not know, I guess I like the new. There is nothing left from the old to 
love. All are gone. One kilim, two wooden divans...Eh, they are gone. My 
daughter has thrown them all away. She has bought these...new. Eh, now we 
like these. Everywhere looks more beautiful now...Of course when there were 
the others there was not much furniture, it did not look so beautiful.
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e r s in  t o p a k  İs 28 years old, a high school graduate, who now works as a 
teller in a bank. Her family is a traditional Alaşehir family, she grew up partially in 
vineyards and partially in their traditional house at the rural part. She is the second of 
three daughters, and sees some advantages in that. "Being the first child is too 
demanding, parents ask you to grow up very quickly, being the youngest is also not 
very advantageous, everyone in the family watches over you. Being a second child 
allows you to grow up as you are, at your own pace. I have always liked that". She 
remembers her childhood as a happy one, full of adventures. During her high school 
years, she was a hardworking student, with a special interest in arts. However she has 
never considered going to the college because of her family's financial position. 
Immediately after graduation she found a job as a teller in downtown and has been 
working in the same bank since then. There, she met her husband and now she is 
"very happily married since eight years". After getting married she has moved to an 
apartment flat directly above her work-place.
1 felt funny leaving the old neighborhood and the house that has been the 
setting of all my memories. I felt strange. But I was moving to a new house 
with my husband, that was something to look forward to, something exciting. 
It was exciting to furnish it, deciding on what to buy, going out to see new 
things... My new house is in downtown, it is a modem flat, with everything 
inside, kitchen, bathroom, everything. It is very nicely located, I can reach 
anywhere I like in a short time. And when I miss sitting in the garden and 
watching the stars, I go to mother's.
Her house is plainly decorated, without excessive furniture. Her favorite 
room is the living room, because it is comfortable and because she likes sitting there 
with her family in the evenings. She does not like to keep things and performs 
03ch winter to sort out things that are not necessary. Then she 
cleans those things and gives them to "people who are in need". Although she does 
not care much for possessions, she likes appliances that make her work easier;
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washing machine is her favorite object. She also values objects which were given as 
gifts, or which were bought from other places because "these things carry memories". 
She adapts easily to modern goods but also likes traditional goods such as old 
baskets, handmade curtains and embroidered cushions. She likes to see "the old and 
the new together". The most important thing for her is "comfort", when new things 
bring additional comfort, she welcomes them to her life quickly. She gives 
importance to aesthetics also, and tries to make her house look beautiful. When 
talking about her house, she uses "comfort" as a keyword for the living room and 
"beauty" for the guest room.
Ersin believes in the West and in development. She wants to see her country 
in a place where it can compete with other developed nations.
West is developed. They have invented many things, they have accumulated 
knowledge and technology. But knowledge and technology is also available 
in our country now. What we need to do is to work really hard. We should 
build factories, have our people educated. There is no reason for us to stay 
behind in development if we make full use of our resources. I am optimistic 
about that...Look at the changes we are living through, even in Alaşehir, we 
have everything now, I am using a computer today, I would not have thought 
it to be possible ten years ago.
Today, she spends most of her time after work with her six year old son. She 
is fond of playing with him, and teaching him new things. She wants her son to be 
educated, and sends him to kindergarten to make it easier for him to adapt to school. 
She wants him to have all the opportunities city kids. She is optimistic about the 
future, she believes better days for both the country and for herself are to come.
s e v im  INAL is 56 years old lady, who works in her own vineyard during 
summer and lives in the urban area of Alaşehir, in an apartment flat in winter. She is 
the third child among four siblings; two sons and two daughters. She has lost her 
older brother seven years ago and her sister, three years ago. She had been especially
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close with her sister, whom she misses very much. She remembers herself as a quiet, 
obedient child, who was afraid of her father and liked being around her mother. She 
mentions that her sister was more outgoing and was the first to make friends. Her 
most vivid memory is a fire which ruined their house when she was 10 years old. She 
now holds the view that possessions are not important, that they are transitory. She 
believes that like human beings, objects also grow older and die, and that "you must 
learn to part with them". Her most cherished possessions include the armchairs in the 
guest room, " they are a remembrance from my husband, he has bought them when 
we had our son circumcised". She has lost her husband six years ago, as a result of a 
kidney problem. She has a married son who helps her financially and a 25 year old 
daughter who is a slow learner. She has devoted herself to her daughter whom she 
constantly watches over.
I am worried about her, I am afraid that if I leave her alone, somebody will do 
some harm to her, she is so gullible. But watching over her is not a burden, I 
am used to it. And if you are a mother, you do everything for your child. It is 
a shame she will never lead a normal life, that she will never get married and 
have children. But that is the will of Allah.
Sevim enjoys being a housewife, she likes cooking and embroidering. After 
completing her tasks for the morning, she likes to go over to a neighbour for some 
coffee and chat. She likes the neighborhood, mentions that "although it is in 
downtown, people in the apartment are friendly". She has moved downtown after her 
husband died, in order to be closer to her son. At the beginning she missed her 
friends and home, she confesses, but with time she has grown accustomed to this flat. 
However, she still feels lonely in the 'city', especially since nobody comes to visit her 
in the evenings; "when I was in my previous home, there were always people coming 
and going". In addition to missing her former life, she misses the past times.
In the past days, everything was better. People were more closer, they cared 
about one another. If you were sick, everybody knew that; if you needed help,
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everyone lent out a hand. I still have good friends, thank God, but times are 
changing, people are becoming more selfish, more materialistic.
She finds the younger generation more ambitious and materialistic, less 
content with what they have. However she does not blame them; "it is a more cmel 
world today and you have to be like that to survive". She believes that modernity is 
making the life easier, but in order to obtain it, people have to work harder. As for 
herself, she is more comfortable with goods that she is used to. Her house is very 
plain, and resembles a traditional village house. The newly bought cek-yats {soia that 
can be used as an extra bed when opened) are covered with divan covers, the there is 
a kilim on the kitchen floor, meals are eaten on the sini. She admits that she is slow 
to adapt to changes and that she likes to lead a more traditional lifestyle. "I find this 
more comfortable". She finds modernity confusing and feels distant from a western 
lifestyle; "We are different, my values do not fit theirs, neither do their values fit 
mine". She thinks that westernization and urbanization are inevitable for the 
country's development but basic values of Turkish society must be retained.
It is good that we are developing. Of course, times are changing, and the 
country has to keep up. I understand that. You cannot say "No" to that. But 
we must not forget who we are. We believe in respect, in taking other's views 
seriously, in humbleness. We have our values. We must keep them. Or we 
will not know who we are, we will forget everything.
e m in e  YANIKOGLU is a 34 years old housewife, living in the rural area of 
Alaşehir. Her family was a modest one, her father was a baker and mother was a 
housewife. She is the third child, having two older brothers, one of whom has moved 
to another city. Her father died seven years ago and her mother lives with her most of 
the time, when she does not go to visit her brothers. She likes having her mother in 
the house, as she helps her with the tasks and keeps her company.
Emine has been married for fifteen years; her husband owns a kahvehane (a 
traditional coffee-house) and is busy with his work until late hours. Her relation with
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her husband is not very close, she thinks he is very authoritarian and does everything 
the way he likes it. This presents a problem with respect to furnishing their house, 
too. She has never had a chance to choose the furniture, her husband buys something 
whenever he likes it, he does not consult her. It is a common experience to have a 
piece of furniture that does not fit with any other thing in the house or to have 
something she likes thrown out. As a result, she feels frustrated and distant from her 
own house. Her friends tell her that she should be glad that her husband is spending 
money on the house, but she complains that she "has never been able to decorate the 
house according to her own taste".
Emine has a daughter in the eighth grade. Although one-child families are not 
common in this area and although they have considered having a second child, 
Emine's health presents a problem. She has a problem with her blood pressure and 
circulation system, which leaves her unable to do work most of the time. She has to 
follow a diet, but confesses that most of the time she does not try hard enough. She 
often skips meals and eats little, saying that she really does not want to eat. This 
makes her nervous and tense, sometimes harms her relation with her daughter. In an 
ironic way, her daughter also uses food as a dispute issue, always complaining about 
it or claiming that she is not hungry. Another issue they argue over is the school. 
Emine claims that Meltem (her daughter) does not study hard enough, but is more 
interested in pop stars. She realizes that this is a fad among the new generation and is 
willing to accept it but "...Education should come first, it is the road to a better 
future". Emine herself is a high school graduate, which makes her more educated 
than her peers. She also sees herself as different from her friends in that she does not 
want to assume a traditional role or to live a traditional life. As an example, she 
explains that she is a Galatasaray fan and loves to watch football. However she 
complains that the people around her do not find it not suitable for a woman. She is 
striving toward a western lifestyle, and wants to modify the house so that it has a 
ready-made kitchen, new appliances, foreign brand equipments, and a separate room
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tor her daughter where she can decorate the walls with pop star pictures. She does 
not like eastern type furniture or decorations.
Here, this is a nice guest room (photograph of a foreign house). It looks 
modem. Except for the carpet on the wall. I do not like it (the carpet). I do 
not like these things. There should have been a painting on the wall instead. I 
do not like these types of traditional things. I do not like to have rugs and 
laces all over. It looks too old, too traditional. If I had my way, I would have 
my house to look very modern.
Her strive for modernity can be understood in the context of her present 
situation. She considers herself at a disadvantage; since she is living in a traditional 
environment, she cannot do as she pleases. She would like to have a marital 
relationship based on equality. She perceives herself to be better and more 
knowledgeable than her peers as she is more educated, but she cannot make use of 
this education. Finally, she is suffering from an illness continuously which she 
believes would be cured if Turkish hospitals were more modem. She sees modernity 
and westernization as a solution to all her sources of frustration. Her attitude towards 
urbanization is also positive as she thinks this is the only way to reach a better life.
IV.B THEMES
As a result of the study done, seven major themes were extracted explaining 
how respondents perceive the changes around them and their reactions to these 
changes. All of the respondents accepted that urbanization was introducing dramatic 
changes in their lifestyles. Modernization and urbanization were seen as 
"Westernization" and in some cases as "European-ization". The word 'westernization' 
is thus used hereafter to cover the transformations present in the environment in 
respondents' own words.
Informants carry two main views of 'the West' simultaneously; "West is 
civilization" and "West is incomprehensible". These views are conflicting in the 
sense that the former one dictates a positive attitude, one of 'approach', whereas the
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other explains the conflision of the individuals who are living through the change 
westernization brings. The first theme results in two subthemes which aid in 
acceptance of western goods; "Utility" and "Social Acceptance". The second theme 
characterizes the inability to understand the western goods, motivations and the 
resulting discomfort. "Persistence of traditions" is another theme that adds to the 
complexity of the situation. As traditions conflict with the new lifestyle, discomfort 
grows. On the other hand, these traditions also ensure the link with the past, thus 
enabling the maintenance of identity. As a result of the confusion faced, negotiations 
are made. In terms of house furnishings, these result in three additional themes; 
"Negotiation in Purchases", "Negotiation in Usage Patterns" and "Negotiation in 
Image" which deal with the different type of negotiations undertaken in order to 
minimize the discomfort and confusion faced.
All of these themes are the common themes of the respondents. The reason 
and the extend of their presence can change among the groups, which will be 
explained in the detailed discussion of each theme. Moreover any deviations from the 
common themes will also be discussed. The last theme that is discussed, 
"Accounting for the Past" applies only to the younger generation and covers their 
attempts to keep the link with the past.
One important point to keep in mind is that the examples given for each theme 
are not exhaustive, citing of all the examples was avoided in order to prevent 
repetition. At the end of each quote, the name and age of the respondent will be 
given along with two letters. 'O' and 'N' stand for the older and younger generations 
respectively. 'V indicates that the person lives in a traditional house in the uptown, 
and 'C points out that the house is an apartment flat in downtown.
IV.B.1 West is Civilization
The common view among the respondents is that 'West' means civilization. 
The Western countries are seen as developed countries who have solved most of their 
problems concerning the industry, and the economical and political structures. These
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countries make use of high technology, have a democratic environment, and provide 
high living standards for their citizens. Their citizens, in turn, are hardworking 
indi\ iduals who respect each other's rights. The respondents take the view that in 
order to be civilized, Turkey should try to keep up with the West. Development is 
regarded in a linear sense, where the countries are ranked in terms of their status. 
Turkey lies close to the Western countries, but it still has to improve on many aspects 
including the way the government works and the economy. They believe that Turkey 
is still developing, and they quote the changes they had experienced in their lives in 
the past few decades as a proof They are also confident that, although serious 
problems exist currently, if the resources are well managed the country can catch up 
with the industrialized nations in a short period of time. This will result in higher 
living standards for everybody, better services and more advanced goods. In this 
sense. Westernization is seen as a path to civilization, and thus a path to a better life. 
Let us say I am living in Europe. My life would have been different then; it 
would be much more easier. They have everything to make life easier for 
them. Everything is done by technology, everything is done by 
computers...And I am sure if I were there, I could get cured. They really try to 
help you there. In our hospitals, they treat you as if you do not matter, as if 
you are a nobody. (Emine 34, NV)
Somebody I know was working in Europe and he had a health insurance there. 
When he came to Turkey for a vacation, he had a heart attack. And they sent 
him a helicopter to pick him up so he could be treated. They really value 
people there. (Fatma 60, OV)
Similar complaints were present in all of the respondents; they are bothered 
by the fact that Turkey has not been able to keep up with the West and to provide the 
same living standards for its citizens. Moreover, injustice in opportunities provided, 
unequal distribution of income and corruption in the government were the issues most 
often mentioned. Westernization is seen as a way to solve these problems, they often
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mention that the condition is very different in Western countries where citizens can 
directly influence the government and can make their voices be heard.
The view that West is civilized, is formed through the cultural flow of 
ethnoscapes and mediascapes. The idealized images of the western lifestyle on TV 
are coupled together with the stories told by the guest workers who have returned. 
The resulting images are used as a way to cope with the frustration felt in their lives, 
which results from the view that the government has abandoned them. These images 
provide a target for them, a point which can be reached if everything goes well, if 
they follow the route of urbanization. In this sense, urbanization is desirable and the 
confusion it brings is bearable for the sake of a better future. The same images also 
provide a reference point with which they compare their own lifestyles and the goods 
they possess.
Look, she has a TV in the kitchen! She has everything, the stove is so 
beautiful! The cupboards have doors, she puts everything inside. It is so 
clean, it is so civilized. They know what to do...When you see these rooms 
(photographs of foreign houses), you want to change everything in our houses. 
(Hafize 52, OV)
This bedroom...It is so beautiful. The curtains, the bed-cover... It has got 
mirrors on the wardrobe. This is a European room. I say this because of the 
way it is decorated. They decorate their homes in a beautiful way, they take 
care in decorating their homes. (Melek 32, NC)
People see everything on TV today, they see beautiful houses, large rooms 
having everything inside. Then they look at what they themselves own. They 
want to change their houses so that their houses look like modem houses. 
(Nevin 55, OV)
As a result of the comparison between their own houses and the western ones, 
comes a strive towards the western goods. Possessing western goods and modifying 
their houses in a more 'modern' form are ways of feeling closer to a higher living, a 
way to 'live like a human being' as put by several respondents. Although there is still
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the traditional attitude towards materialism, that wanting possessions is not 'good', 
this attitude is getting weaker. Both the older generation and the younger generation 
express a desire to own more goods and to be able to update their homes. The belief 
that 'West is right' justifies the deviations from a more traditional way of living and a 
traditional way of furnishing the house.
We have built a new kitchen. Just like the city. It is new. It used to be part of 
the living room, but we separated it by building a wall. Then we have placed 
those marbles in, for it to have running water inside. We put milangaz{m fact 
a brand but used as a synonym for 'stove' in Alaşehir) next to it. Ah, look, you 
did not take a photo of the refrigerator! Yes, we also have a refrigerator 
inside. We cook there in the kitchen now.
-Where did you cook beforehand?
In the living room. We used to put the table there and prepare our meals on it. 
Now we have a kitchen, we cook there now. It is a new model, modem. 
(Çevriye 51, OV)
This is our bathroom. We have a water heater that work with gas (sofben) in 
the bathroom. It is a great comfort. It has been two years since we bought it. 
We had a heater that worked with wood (termosifon) before, but it was hard to 
boil water with it. With coal, with wood, and then you have to burn them... 
This is always ready, always under my hand, it is very nice. I know that there 
are even more advanced things. We are considering to install a solar power 
system, but not for the time being. (Nergiz 33, NC)
Under the view that westernization is desirable, acceptance of western goods 
is easier. Two themes are found to be common among the respondents concerning 
the acceptance of modern goods. The predominant one is 'utility' and a more latent
one is 'social worry'.
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VI.B.la Utility
In all of the respondents, the ease with which goods, that are clearly different 
from those available in the past, are accepted increases as the perceived utility of 
those goods increase. Hence the first goods to find their way into both the village 
houses and to the newly emerging city houses are those that make life easier. The 
older generation has little trouble adapting to those goods that provide utility for 
them. Any discomfort felt due to the adoption of a modern appliance that was totally 
unknown to them in the past is dealt by the justification that as they are getting older, 
they need these goods to do work for them. Once bought, their attitude for these 
goods are clearly positive, vacuum cleaners score the top rank in favorite possessions.
I like my vacuum cleaner most. It makes life very easy, very comfortable. I 
wanted one very much because it is of so much use. I like it since Selma (her 
daughter) has brought it home. It does work for me. It took no time to adapt 
to it. (Çevriye 51, OV)
Washing machine and iron, too. I love them. We bought them when my 
niece was staying with us. So useful. This morning it washed two big baskets 
of clothes and I have not even touched them! (Fatma 60, OV)
Even the respondents who show resistance to urbanization and are most 
reserved in changing their lifestyles react positively to those goods providing an 
easier life. As a result, the goods that are accepted into these reserved houses are 
appliances and electronics. Whereas their attitude towards western style furnishing 
can remain resistant, appliances and electronics are seen as necessities. This is 
characterized by the attitude of one of the informants towards the telephone.
Telephone... It is a great necessity It is the most important thing a house must 
have. You can give whatever news you have instantaneously. It used to take 
us weeks...
-What is the importance of instantaneous communication for you?
My daughter, the youngest one is in Antalya, so far away from home... It is 
impossible not to worry. But with the phone at home, I know she can call
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whenever there is a trouble. I hear her voice and I know she is fine... I also 
use the phone to communicate with my married daughters. My husband is not 
very healthy. They call to check if he is OK. I call them when he gets worse, 
so they can come here immediately. These things are really important. (Nevin 
55, OV)
More goods providing all kinds of utility find their places in the lives of the 
younger generation. The working women are especially keen on benefiting from all 
the help the technology can provide them, in order to make their lives easier. This is 
partially due to the fact that the traditional roles persist; working women are also 
responsible for all of the housework and for taking care of children. In an attempt to 
do everything, these women perceive appliances as clear 'advantage's. Moreover the 
older respondents regard these purchases of the working women as necessary. They 
may say that a dishwasher is a luxury for them, but they hold the view that for the 
working women, it is a necessity. Therefore the younger generation who is working, 
is not subject to social pressure if they buy an appliance providing an extra utility. 
Both the more demanding and faster lifestyle and the absence of social pressure make 
working women quickly adopt those goods providing utility.
It has been two years since we bought my dishwasher. It is a great advantage 
for me. When I come home from work in the evening, I put all the dishes in 
if the dishes from the breakfast, lunch and dinner. Sometimes I do not have 
the time to wash the dishes after lunch (comes home during lunch breaks), 
then I put them in the dishwasher and go. (Nergiz 33,NC)
I like having a bath, but I do not like the bathroom. It has too much work to 
do (smiles). It has been around five or six years since we bought the washing 
machine and it really makes life easier. Especially for people who work, a 
washing machine is a great comfort to have. (Ersin 28, NC)
As for the younger respondents who live in the urbanized area but are still 
housewives, purchase of goods providing utility is justified by the need to take better 
care of their children. Appliances take some of the work which was traditionally
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under the responsibility of housewives off their shoulders. However their purchase is 
justified by the argument that these goods help provide better ways of performing the 
traditional role. As technology enables women to do their work more effectively, it 
helps them to be better housekeepers. As it creates extra time for child rearing, it 
helps them to be better mothers.
Like every housewife, I have my equipments in the kitchen, too. I use eveiy' 
one of them. Especially the dishwasher, the stove and the refrigerator; these 
are three of the goods that I cannot do without. As my baby grows up, I will 
be using the others, too. For now, I do not use them often. I use the toaster 
and the fruit-presser, but the robots I use only occasionally. When my baby 
starts eating food, I believe 1 will be using them, too.... It is good to have these 
things in the kitchen. You are able to prepare better food for your family, take 
better care of your baby. 1 also think I will be saving time, not to get rid of 
work, but I will have time to prepare more elaborate meals, and also have 
more time to share with my baby. (Saniye 27, NC)
Although goods like stoves, telephones, washing machines and even 
dishwashers are commonplace now, other goods are recently being encountered. At 
the beginning reservations against these goods can be present, however their 
reputation for utility usually take care of these reservations. Thus, utility is an easy 
way for acceptance.
In the chimney hood in my kitchen, there is an aspirator, we bought that one 
recently. 1 am very glad that we did, it prevents the smell. The smell does not 
penetrate to other rooms. I am sorry I did not buy this before. But with 
certain things, it is like that...
-How is that?
I mean... You see something modern, first you do not consider buying one. 
You cannot imagine what use it will be. You do not feel that it is really 
necessary, since you have never used one before and have not missed it. But 
they say it does this and that. People you know say it is of great use. Then
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you think again. When you do buy it, you see that it does work, it makes life 
easier. Then you are sony you did not buy it beforehand. (Nergiz 33, NC)
As a result, utility is an important criteria in acceptance of modem goods. 
The older respondents and the younger ones alike welcome goods that make life 
easier for them by taking some of the work off their shoulders.
IV.B.lb. Social worry
Another theme that is helping the acceptance of goods is social worry. Both 
the younger and the older respondents feel that they have to keep up with the society. 
Their social acceptance needs are high, resulting in a conformance with the majority 
view. Given that the West is regarded as an ideal for civilization and purchase of 
'western' goods as a way of approaching this ideal, people tend to adjust their 
consumption so as to be regarded as civilized and 'decent' by their neighbours. Social 
worry presents itself as a motive to accept western goods, in two different ways. On 
one hand, this is an attempt to be desirable by appearing modern to others, as well as 
by making this modernity available to them. This is apparent in the way the guest­
rooms are treated. In most houses, there is a room decorated for accepting guests, 
which is avoided by the family at other times. These rooms are surprisingly similar 
in the furniture that is present and the way they are decorated. A guest room is the 
most western looking room in the house; there are armchairs as opposed to the divans 
in the living room, and sometimes an endtable is present in the middle which is 
decorated with artificial flowers in a vase.
It is important to keep a clean room for guests. It should be clean and more 
tidy. It should have armchairs and an endtable. It must look modem. When 
my guests come to visit me, they should be served in this modem room. 
(Hafize 52, OV)
I would like to buy armchairs for the guest-room. This way it is also clean, 
but it has divans. Armchairs are more appropriate for the guests. They look 
more decent. When you are having guests, it is a special thing, you want to
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entertain them in a decent place. You take care in the things you have in the 
room. That is why I want to buy armchairs. (Hatice 66, OV)
Serving others through modernity is not only a theme of the older generation, 
but one also present in the younger generation.
The guest room is one of my favorite places. This part is the dining part; with 
a dining table and chairs. Especially when it is a special day or when special 
guests are invited to dinner, I use this table... I immediately take out things 
from this small-sized refrigerator (near the table). It is ready immediately, for 
serving cold things. (Saniye 27, NC)
The second way by which social worry presents itself is as a need to keep up 
with the others and with the changing times. Thus whereas the above theme was a 
motive for sharing modernity and thus becoming more desirable, this one is more 
competitive in its orientation.
My refrigerator, we have bought that one recently. We bought that in order to 
have a deep-freeze. We are trying to keep up with the times. (Filiz 34, NC)
I would like to have a buffet (vitrin) in the guest-room. I have seen them in 
the houses downtown. It really looks nice, you put all your glassware in and 
little things for decoration, too... Then I would like to buy a new stove and a 
new refrigerator. These are very old, the ones my friends have are much 
better. But my husband only changes the TV and the car each year, he does 
not change my furniture or appliances. When he goes around in his new car, 
his friends can admire it, but in the kitchen I have to work with old things. 
(Emine 34, NV)
I would like to have a colored TV... Everybody has one. They are much better 
than mine. Much nicer. It is not so much fiin when it is black and white. 
(Hatice 66, OV)
The competitive theme is present in the older generation, too, but to a much 
lesser extent. In this generation, the first theme is more dominant. This is due to the 
fact that the identity of the older generation is more determined by the society around
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them, it is a more of a collective identity. They tend to perceive themselves as a part 
of the group and define themselves with regard to that group. In the younger 
generation, although society is still very important, individuality is also gaining 
foothold. Thus trying to keep up with the purchases done by their own generation 
and thus making modernity available for themselves is more important for this group 
than making modernity available for others.
As the West is perceived as a target for a more civilized and decent life, it 
provides the individuals with a path to follow, namely urbanization. Thus 
urbanization is regarded as desirable and its effects are accepted because of utility 
provided and because of social worry. However the image of the West is not strictly 
positive, but is, at the same time, confusing. Although the West is a target to 
approach to, this target is not clearly understood. Thus a conflicting second theme is 
present in all the respondents along with the "West is civilized" theme.
IV.B.2 West is Incomprehensible
The theme that explains the confusion and discomfort of the respondents in 
the face of the transformations is "West is incomprehensible" theme. Informants 
have a difficult time extracting meanings from the western images they encounter. A 
coherent and holistic picture of the West is missing, fragmented images provided by 
the media result in confusion. Accordingly, the modern, western house is not only a 
civilized world, but also a world full of strange objects.
The cupboards are different. They have decorated them with jars. Those 
things on the top of the cupboards, they are really strange. I have never seen 
something like this. It must be a foreigner's kitchen. (Hatice 66, OV)
There are all sorts of things on the table... Very strange. I do not know what 
these are. I guess it is not a Turkish house. No, it is not. (Sevim 56, OC)
During the interviews stimulated by the photographs of foreign houses, all of 
the respondents perceived the pictures containing objects that they could not give any
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meaning as western houses. Moreover those whose relatives have been working in 
other countries remember them talking about the different, strange objects that were 
not like anything they saw here. The television images of the possession of high 
society or science fiction movies raise further confusion -and to some extent a sense 
of mystery- about the western goods.
The West does not only have strange objects, but it also has strange purposes. 
Respondents accept that they are confused by the western lifestyles, that they do not 
always understand the motives behind the behaviours or issues. The West is where 
people seem to act in certain ways without a clear reason. As one example, they 
cannot understand why children leave the house before getting married. Although this 
type of confusion is more pronounced in the older respondents, it still exists in the 
younger informants, too. In domestic environment, strange motives of the West 
means that the purpose behind having some objects or using them in a certain way are 
not clear.
The gossip table {fiskos). You are supposed to sit around it and gossip! 
(laughs sarcastically) I am to gossip! My daughter has bought this as if it 
were the only missing thing in the house. It is supposed to be modem. What 
use is it, I do not know! (Çevriye 51, OV)
It is a large bathroom. Look at this! Does she have a table in the bathroom? 
What does she use it for?... This is clearly a Western bathroom, with a table 
inside, I do not understand. (Hafize 52, OV)
This can be a modern Turkish house. It belongs to a Turk who has been 
abroad, because it has some statues... But wait. Is this a statue of Buddha? 
Then this is a foreign house. Westerners have statues of things they really do 
not believe in. You can see nothing like this in a Turkish house. (Saniye 27, 
NC)
This inability of understanding the Western life completely, brings 
discomfort. Although the houses are updated in more modem ways, although modem 
goods are available in every house and although urbanization is seen as desirable.
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people are not comfortable with the changes in their lives. They try to move towards 
a western lifestyle, but their mind set is formed by the traditions. The result is 
confusion and doubt. Given these conditions, the younger respondents regard village 
life as a peaceful one when compared to the new lifestyle. Similarly, those living in 
urbanized neighbourhoods find the village houses as not necessarily rich but more 
mind-relieving.
This room is very confusing. It is too crowded. It has an atmosphere that 
is...untidy... It looks like a village house, but it does not bring peace to the 
soul...
- How is that?
You know... A village house, it also has a Turkish carpet, a chest...it is sunny. 
But there are not so many furniture in a village house, it almost looks empty. 
Everything is in place, there is plenty of room for people. It gives an 
atmosphere of spaciousness, of peace. In this room... it is foreign. Too many 
things. Very confusing. The things are not in place. There is a disorder that 
does not let one feel comfortable, it is disturbing. (Filiz 34, NC)
Overall, the lack of a coherent image of the West results in confusion where 
modern goods are perceived as strange and the reasons for their purchase and usage 
patterns are not clearly understood.
In addition to the conflicting attitudes towards westernization and 
urbanization, another factor in the environment is the persistence of traditions and 
traditional lifestyle. Although the environment is changing quickly, traditions, norms 
and values of the society are slower to adapt. This creates further confusion as the 
traditional values and requirements of urbanization do not always match. On the 
other hand, the persistence is also a response to urbanization, an attempt to maintain a 
sense of local identity and a way to relate with the other generation. These effects 
will be examined in the following section.
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IV.B.3 Persistence.of Traditions
Along with the changes brought on by urbanization, the traditional lifestyles 
and traditions from the past still persist. Traditional roles still dictate the right way to 
behave for the individuals, their responsibilities and rights, not only in the uptown but 
in the urbanized parts also. Women, whether working or not, are responsible for 
housework and child-rearing. Men are responsible for the welfare of the family and 
are authority figures, with the right to make important decisions. Children are 
rewarded for obedience when they are young, and for taking care of their parents after 
growing up. People have a rather communal life, doing work together with their 
neighbours and being together in dinners. The communal life is more effective in the 
older neigbourhoods, although it is to some extent still present in the urbanized part. 
But I do not have time to read them (books). I really love reading, on the 
other hand, but I do not have time, that is another story. My husband reads. 
Of course, he has much less work than me. (Nergiz 33, NC)
Now all these divans...the carpet...the divans...we bought alt these new. With 
my daughter's money. May God give filial sons and daughters. May God 
make you one, too. We have sat down under the shadow of my daughter, 
before sitting under the shadow of my son. All these things, Selma bought 
them. (Çevriye 51, OV)
The table in the kitchen is small, but when it is opened, it gets bigger. Then, I 
use it. Anyway, I usually use it big. We are a large family. That is, to tell the 
truth, our family consists of three people, but we have lots of people coming 
and going. That is why I always use it open. (Saniye 27, NC)
Traditions are not only effective in the roles people assume, but also in the 
lifestyles. Traditions dictate when to get married, how to relate to others and what to 
do in important events like death, birth, marriage, etc. In terms of purchases, they
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dictate what to buy, especially concerning purchases for a new house, and when to 
buy these. One of the most important time for purchasing important domestic goods 
is marriage. The bride is responsible for preparing all the handicrafts, buying 
kitchenware, furniture for the bedroom, a chest or wardrobe and television. The 
groom buys the furniture for the living room, the stove and the refrigerator. 
Moreover, appropriate gifts for the marriage or engagement ceremonies are 
detennined by traditions. Another time for making important purchases is at the time 
of the circumcision ritual. Just before the ritual, families update their houses by 
buying new furniture for the living room or the guest room, new curtains and carpets. 
This tradition is followed in the village and downtown alike, families without the 
necessary financial power to change their furniture at least have their covers changed. 
The curtains in the living room are new. You can say they are new. One year 
ago, my son was circumcised. That is when we bought the new curtains.
- Do you buy new things in such an event?
Yes, of course. When a family is having its son circumcised, it is a great 
ceremony. People come from all over... Before the ceremony, you clean the 
house. You buy new furniture, whatever your budget affords. The k/rlents 
(lace cushions) in the guest-room.. I had them embroidered for my son's 
circumcision... You try to improve the way your house looks, then. (Nergiz 
33, NC)
The persistence of traditions in a changing environment both results from, and 
serves several purposes. The first one is that through these traditions, the older 
generation is able to relate to the younger generation, and vice versa. This is apparent 
in the tradition of preparing dowries. These dowries are prepared in much the same 
way as they have been decades ago. Through preparing these dowries in the same 
style, and most often through passing on their own dowry to their daughters, mothers 
ensure that the link between the generations and between the past and the future.
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I still have some things remaining from my own dowry... There is a sheet, 
woven, also a blanket, that is woven, too... Copperware; a cauldron, pans, 
plates,... I have them still.
- Do you use them?
No, I do not. I keep them. I do not use them. Sooner or later my children 
will ask for them. I will give them to my children... Some tell me to sell them, 
but those things do not ask for bread or water, they just stay there. I will not 
be rich by selling them. Keeping them for the children is more important, you 
leave something behind. (Hatice 66, OV)
My covers, cushions, pillows and quilts are all here... My dowry is here...what 
else...my covers are also embroided...That kanavice {tmhvoldcvy on canvas) is 
my own work.
- Is it also from your dowry?
From my dowry. I had finished embroidering it way before I got married. I 
keep one of those for İlker (her daughter). This one I am using myself 
Because it is kanavice...b&imX\i\\\, yes, they are so beautiful. And then all 
those laces, I have also put them all in her dowry...what else, in this small 
chest there are our headscarfs, big ones and small ones. These are our 
traditions, (smiles) (Melek 32, NC)
They (her daughters) have their own chests. The dowry chest of my daughters 
is in their own room. Usually I put the covers and laces I buy there.
-You are preparing their dowry?
Yes, indeed. I started to. They say so, they say "You are late" (laughs). As 
soon as you have a daughter in the cradle, you should start preparing her 
dowry, they have told me about that saying. (Filiz 34, NC)
Another reason for the persistence of traditions is to be able to maintain a 
sense of identity. The conflict provided by the image of the West and by urbanization 
is coped by an attachment to traditional goods and lifestyles in the older respondents. 
Accordingly, the older respondents are reluctant to give up the traditional goods and
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maintain the similar lifestyle, even after moving to the city. Although urbanization 
has provided them with an easier life, it has not provided them with new ways of 
developing meaning. Thus their relation with the world remains in traditional forms. 
This makes the older pattern of living more comfortable, as it is more familiar, and 
more suitable to their tastes.
Yes, this big sini'm  the kitchen... We take it with us when we are going to 
vineyards to stay. Here, in the city we use it, too. We prepare the meals on it, 
and in the evening we take it to the living room and have our dinner on it. We 
eat on it, mother and daughter.
- Would you say it is different from a table?
It is more comfortable. My son asked me if I wanted a table, but I said "No". 
It is easier to use this, it is more comfortable to eat on it, too...Not only 
comfort, but I like it, I like gathering around a sini instead of a table. It is 
more satisfying, people are more close, just like in the village. (Sevim 56, 
OC)
-Now that you have both a stove and the fireplace, how do you use them?
I make fire in the old one. I fry vegetables. On this new stove, I make tea, I 
cook meals. But I fry in the old one.
- Is there a difference?
Of course, a meal that is cooked in the fireplace has a very distinct taste, 
(proud and smiling). You make it in guvec (earthenware cooking pot), you 
fry it in a pan... These are not suitable for milangaz {the new stove). (In the 
old one) they are more delicious, really wonderful. I cook other meals using 
niilangaz. Of course the taste of food that is cooked in the old oven is really 
different. Really delicious. I cannot cook everything in the old kitchen, 
however... It needs an order. In the past there was a different order, now our 
order is not the same. The equipment available is not the same. (Nevin 55, 
OV)
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While the older respondents feel more at home with traditional styles, there is 
an emphasis on the objects representing local and religious identity in the younger 
respondents. In the urban houses, Koran and evil eyes are more visible and taken care 
for. Having moved to more modem neighbourhoods, houses and lifestyles than their 
parents', the younger infonnants have left behind most of what constitutes a local 
identity. Thus, in order to reinforce their sense of identity, and their point of 
difference from "the West", symbolic objects of local and religious beliefs (as well as 
those beliefs themselves) gain more importance.
There is also a Koran there. It is present in every house of course...of course 
the Muslims, believers,...It is a matter of belief. That new one (Koran) was 
given to me after I had my baby. The children, especially infants, are more 
affected by everything because they are sabi (completely innocent). It is for 
protection. The harmal you see there is also for the same purpose. See, it is 
there. We call it harmal {'uzerlik). It protects young children, protects 
newborns. We believe that. (Saniye 27, NC)
Although religion and superstition play an important role in their lives and 
although they follow the traditions, some deviance has started in the younger 
generation. This deviance is in minor issues, never attacking beliefs and values 
directly, and mostly concerns a new sense of aesthetics. Although traditional beliefs, 
roles and lifestyles are persisting, tastes are changing and the younger respondents are 
becoming more likely to experiment with new things.
It looks beautiful. The light from above...the painting in the bathroom... I am 
sure Turks would also like such a bathroom, but they cannot own one here 
because of the traditions. If you ask me, I would like to do it. The paintings 
and glass in bathroom, people will think these are against traditions. (Saniye 
27, NC)
I would like to have a large bedroom. Then on the walls I would like to have 
large mirrors. You cannot find large mirrors in our houses. People think they 
are not really necessary, they have not been used to that. That is just a
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tradition. But I do not think there is anything wrong with it, mirrors are 
beautiful. (Emine 34, NV)
As a conclusion, persistence of traditions provides some conflict with the new 
lifestyle, but also reinforces the sense of identity. Traditions are used to keep the link 
between the generations and the link with the past.
The conflicting attitudes toward westernization and the presence of old 
traditions alongside the new lifestyles add to the confusion of the individuals. They 
are aware that the times are changing, that the traditions which had been working so 
well in the past are now unable to provide answers to everything. They are also 
aware that they should find a way to live with the changes brought on by 
urbanization. They are unable to define their identity thoroughly as a member of the 
small rural community and neither as a member of urban life. Their identity is in 
transition and both the older and the younger respondents undertake a process of 
negotiation. This negotiation of identity is also reflected in house furnishings in 
terms of product choices, usage patterns and images hold.
IV.B.4 Negotiation in Purchases
One way to keep up with the changes and to feel a part of the urbanization 
movement, and at the same time to minimize the discomfort brought on by these 
changes is to make product choices accordingly. Along these lines, respondents, 
especially the older ones who have more diffieulty in adapting to the new goods, 
prefer to buy goods that are in some way resembling the old ones. For example, 
instead of purchasing armchairs which are regarded as uncomfortable, they purchase 
cek-yats (sofa that can be used as a bed). Those are wider and resemble the divans 
that they are used to. Although this type of furniture is manufactured to provide an 
extra bed in the house for guests, here the benefit sought is completely different. It is 
common to find several of them in a house, as well as to find them as first items in 
the purchase intention list of other families. Another popular item is something made
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I want them (goods) to be durable and reliable. Foreign brands are durable, 
but I prefer Turkish brands... Because those are our own goods. (Ersin 28, 
NC)
I am against foreign brands. We can keep up with the foreigners, too. Now 
we have goods in Turkey which we produce and then export to other 
countries. We can do it ourselves. (Saniye 27, NC)
The important thing is for me to like that product. It should be easy to use, it 
should have a warm appearance. I do not care for the brands. One thing; I do 
not accept anything with a foreign brand. It should be Turkish. I do not like 
people who prefer foreign brands, either!
-What makes you say that?
There is not a difference between our products and the foreign ones. Ours are 
as good as theirs! People who buy foreign brands are those who want to 
imitate the West. They want to show off, they do not trust themselves. (Filiz 
34, NC)
As is clear from above quotes, respondents prefer Turkish-made goods as 
opposed to foreign-made ones. However, this choice is not associated with a belief 
that Turkish goods are of higher quality or of lower price. Rather, the belief is that 
'our' goods can be as good as 'their' goods. They express a need to take pride in the 
development of the country and to prove that Turkey is capable of reaching and even 
surpassing the West. This provides them with the confidence that the country is 
following the right path; that despite the current problems in the country and 
problems facing them as a result of urbanization, a better future is awaiting them. 
This belief is comforting, as it gives meaning to the confusion they are currently 
facing. The reason for this confusion is that the country is going through a transition 
stage. Sooner or later, the period will be over and just like Turkish goods which have 
been successful in competing with western goods and able to form their own 
trademarks, Turkey will reach the standards of the West, while keeping its identity.
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However, even the respondents who believe that Turkish products are of 
lower quality, state that they would prefer their own country's goods. They approach 
rather nationalistically to the issue, they believe that everybody should use Turkish 
brands in order for the money to stay in the country. This is again in line with the 
previous theme, except that this time individuals do not feel that the country can 
compete with developed ones today, but needs the support of its citizens. Thus 
people who are purchasing 'modern' goods can feel good about these purchases as 
they are making a contribution to the country's future.
Thus, overall, choosing Turkish brands and goods that resemble the traditional 
ones in shape or design appear to be ways of negotiating identity. Since these goods 
carry Turkish names or look like traditional objects, they are not as foreign as they 
seem; they are part of what is 'Turkish'.
VLB.5 Negotiation in Usage Patterns
Negotiation of identity is not only performed through purchase decisions, but 
also through the way the goods are used. Although the domestic environment is 
constantly changing, the way respondents use their possessions adapts slowly, which 
helps in the negotiation of identity. Informants maintain their sense of link between 
the previous identity by adopting similar usage patterns for the new goods. This is 
especially true for the older respondents. One common example is the way the older 
respondents use the new ovens. Most of the traditional houses include an 'old' 
kitchen with a small fireplace which is used for baking bread. Recently, new ovens 
working with gas are finding their way into these houses. However the older 
respondents use them only to bake bread in, a usage pattern that is familiar to them.
This is the old kitchen with the oven. I used to bake bread here. And this is 
the new oven. My son bought it recently. It is an oven working with gas. 
Now I bake bread using this.
-Do you use it for anything else?
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No, just baking bread... What I used to do in the oven. (Hafize 52, OV) 
Another similar negotiation is seen where respondents from both generations 
use the new kitchen cupboards. Previously, in most of the homes, a plate-rack was 
present. Today, people use the small shelf under the new kitchen cupboards as a 
plate-rack instead of a place to put glassware as it was meant to be.
Although it has been a long time since refrigerators were seen in kitchens, 
people do not have cold water in it. Rather, the ice from the refrigerator is put in ajar 
of water to make it cold. This is similar to how they used to obtain cold water when 
there were no refrigerators. It is also similar to the lifestyle in vineyards where there 
is no electricity, and people buy large ice cubes to make cold water. Whereas 
previously cupboards in the kitchen consisted shelves covered by a piece of cloth or 
wire, today in most kitchens there are 'modern' cupboards. However, in one comer of 
this modem kitchen stands a place for vegetables which consists of plastic shelves 
and which is covered by cloth in much the same way as the previous cupboards. 
Another negotiation is encountered in the bathroom. Whereas tubs are present in the 
urban houses today, in all of them there is a stool to sit on while having a bath.
In addition to using new goods in ways resembling the previous patterns, a 
sense of identity is maintained by 'domesticizing' these goods. Respondents in both 
the urban and rural houses 'make the exotic familiar' by decorating appliances and 
electronical goods as well as new kitchen cupboards and western style furniture with 
laces and embroideries.
I like these laces. They make everything look nicer. I put them on TV, on the 
radio, on tables. They decorate the house... Without them, for example, the 
TV would look bare. Just like it is sitting in some shop. Not warm. Once it 
is mine... Laces decorate it. Make it look nicer...part of a home. (Çevriye 51, 
OV)
The laces on the furniture are my own work. It is important to decorate your 
rooms as a housewife. These things complete the appearance of a house, they 
make it look beautiful. I have also put covers on the appliances in the kitchen.
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The existence of a woman in the house is known from these details. She tries 
to make everything look warmer.
- What would it be like without these laces?
It would be bare, it would look empty. Eveiything would look strange, as if it 
were somebody else's house. (Melek 32, NC)
Another negotiation area is in the way the furniture is arranged. Houses are 
decorated in such a way as to resemble the previous styles. In the rural houses, the 
middle of the living room is left empty. This place is used in the meal time in order 
to set up a sini and to eat around it. Similarly, in most of the urban living rooms, 
endtables are placed near the walls and the middle of the room is left empty even if 
this space is not used for meals. A similar response is seen in the way the new 
kitchens are arranged. In traditional houses, the kitchen is used to keep the food and 
to cook it, however the sorting of vegetables and rice, etc. takes place in the living 
room. Along these lines, a large urban kitchen and an newly built rural one include 
divans. Similar to the previous way, people use these to replicate the atmosphere of 
the living room.
The kitchen... My kitchen is rather big... Almost as big as a room. Therefore I 
have put a sofa in it, in order to sit down. It is something added.
- Do you use it?
I sit on it. When it is too hot or when I am cooking, when I am sorting 
vegetables, I sit down there and I do my work there. (Nergiz 33, NC)
The way furniture is arranged mostly reflects traditional patterns. In the 
minds of all respondents, there is an idea of how a Turkish house looks like, how the 
furniture should be arranged. Even if they are using the same furniture present in 
western houses, they believe arrangement of these furniture distinguishes them from 
foreigners. Thus Turkish and local identity is preserved, if not through the goods, 
through the arrangement of these goods.
This is a foreigner's house. If she were Turkish, she would have the same 
furniture, but she would not arrange them like this... She would put the chest
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in the comer and she would put a cover on it. She would lay sheepskin on the 
floor. She would have calico curtains. She would put the candles in some 
copperware. She would keep the things in the tray in a cupboard for her 
guests. (Filiz 34, NC)
It is strange. The armchairs are not similar. Two different ones, completely 
different. This is foreign. They decorate their homes in strange ways. Not 
like us. (Çevriye 51, OV)
This room is not Turkish. These goods are available in Turkey, I know. But 
here, the atmosphere is different.
-What do you mean by the 'atmosphere'?
I do not know... The way everything looks. The way they are arranged. Yes, 
mostly it is the way they are arranged. They are not placed where we would 
place them. (Hafize 52, OV)
As a result, negotiation in usage patterns help the respondents to maintain a 
sense of identity while incorporating new goods into their lives. Through using 
goods in traditional ways, through domcsticizing them and arranging them in 
traditional patterns, respondents make the new goods appear more familiar.
IV.B.6 Negotiation in Images
Negotiation in the images hold, alter the way changes are perceived. People 
feel more comfortable about the changes taking place in their lives when they make 
these changes seem more familiar. Accordingly, the world that is imitated and 
aspired in the locality is not directly the western world, but Turkish city-life. The 
distance between the urban and rural areas in Alaşehir is small and most of the people 
living in the urban area have been to Izmir, third largest city of the country. Changes 
are first seen in the urban houses of the respondents who have visited Izmir or 
Manisa. As the younger respondents see the new patterns in the city, in 'Turkish' 
homes, they perceive the new style to be also Turkish. This is also apparent in their 
comments about the foreign houses, most often the response is that the house must be
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Turkish, because they have seen houses like that in the city. In a similar way, 
respondents in the rural part are introduced to the changes through their experiences 
in the urban parts of Alaşehir. In such a context, the urbanization is perceived to be 
not a direct imitation of the West but rather a replication of a "domesticised West".
We have these things in Turkish homes, too. Turks also own these. Yes, this 
is a city house. (Hafize 52, OV)
Oh, this looks wonderful. It has got a very beautifiil fireplace. A really 
different atmosphere... It can be Turkish, though. We have houses like this in 
Turkey, too. I have seen one in Izmir, it belonged to a distant relative. We 
had been there to visit them. They had a really nice house. There was a 
fireplace in the guest room, it was the first time I was seeing one. I liked it. 
(Melek 32, NC)
A supporting theme for negotiation in images is context reading which is 
characterized by a tendency to search for familiar items in a foreign house. Presence 
of items respondents associate with being Turkish; such as lace cushions, 
embroideries, special carpets, and even coffee, make them perceive a room as Turkish 
also. In most cases when these items are present in a room where other furniture 
signal that the room may be foreign, respondents perceive the rooms as Turkish. 
Exceptions to this rule occur when the arrangement, as explained before, is perceived
as strange.
This is a Turk's bedroom. It is very obvious. She has a embroided bed-cover. 
(Çevriye 51, OV)
A living room...Nice rug, nice divan (in fact it is an armchair). There is a lace 
cushion. I do not know what the thing at back is. It is something different... 
Looks nice... This is Turkish. Yes, there is a lace cushion. (Hatice 66, OV)
A bedroom. It has nice furniture, everything is matching. Not like the things 
we have here. Everything looks nice... It is a Turkish bedroom. It has coffee. 
On the tray. On the bed... (Sevim 56, OC)
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Overall, the image that the changes taking place are not completely foreign 
but are in fact part ot the new Turkish identity enables some negotiation. As 
respondents perceive these changes and necessary parts of a "developing Turkey", 
and as they hold the image that identity can be maintained through the presence of a 
few items, their discomfort becomes easier to handle.
IV.B.7 Accounting for the Past
While the older respondents try to incorporate the recently introduced 
modernity into their lives, the younger respondents who have moved to the urban area 
are trying to find ways of keeping the link with the past and local identity. In 
addition to the negotiation patterns discussed above, they are beginning to learn to 
enjoy the contrast between the old and the new. They are trying to achieve a new 
synthesis and this is perceived as an exciting job, as they are taking responsibility for 
ereating their own identity. However this approach is only present in two of the 
respondents. These individuals are also more easy-going in their own lives than the 
other informants. They have accepted themselves as they are and are ready to accept 
others, too. Both are from families which have not been extremely strict on them, 
both have very happy marriages and report that they decide together with their 
husbands on issues concerning the house. They enjoy experimenting with new things 
and rely more on their intuitions than on strict societal rules. Thus, in bringing the 
past and present together, they feel more comfortable and follow a synthesis 
approach. In their houses, the traditional goods are placed side by side with the 
modern ones deliberately.
I like this... I like the contrast. The mirror at the back, the drawer and the pot 
on it... She has a comer for antique things. Then, the mg, the design of the 
armchair and the other armchair are modem. She has combined the old and 
the new. The painting reflected in antique mirror is modem. It is a nice 
combination. I like it. (Saniye 27, NC)
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(After grouping the photographs of new appliances in the kitchen together 
with guvec) I will call these "the old and the new; side by side". I like it. I 
like old things, I also like modem things because of the utility they provide. I 
enjoy seeing them all together like this. That is the way we must live now, we 
must use the old whenever we can, and use the new, too, to take advantage of 
developments. It is more colorful, more exciting. (Ersin 28, NC)
As for the others who do not feel so comfortable with contrasts, the way to 
deal with the issue of incorporating past into their lives seems to pass through 
displaying the past. An attachment to old objects, laces and handicrafts and 
collection of antiques is common among this group. Usually a comer is reserved for 
displaying the traditional objects that are collected.
On the top of the buffet, there are the antiques. I usually put them in front of 
the fireplace. But now I placed them there.
- Do you collect these yourself.
Yes, I colleet interesting things. For example that guguw{coppeT jug with 
handle, spout and lid) is something peculiar to Afyon, I brought it from there. 
That gugum is 70 - 80 years old. Next to it is the lantern. That is even older.
I brought it from the vineyards. It was very old. They had thrown it away. I 
brought it along, I cleaned it and placed it there. The other antiques I bought 
from Konya. Those are really old... The sheepskin on the floor...That place...I 
used to use it as an "eastern comer". I had mattresses on the floor. When I 
could not find some of the neeessary things, I had to give it up. (Filiz 34, NC) 
Attachment to traditional goods and using them for display is a theme 
encountered in the younger generation who is high on social desirability needs. They 
are not as playful and optimistic as the previous group, but describe themselves as 
'responsible' individuals. Their response can be understood along these lines, they are 
paying their respect to the past by collecting old objects, by embroidering difficult 
designs and by placing the goods from the past in the guest-room. Thus they prove
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others that although they have moved to downtown and have changed their lifestyles, 
they have not forgot about the past and are still caring for it.
The things you see in the guest room on the vitrin are old. The liquor service 
and the water set are from my mother's dowry. When I was getting married, 
she gave them to me. I have put them there, so they can be seen. I do not use 
the guest room often - only for special guests. That way it is always clean, 
children do not come inside. Thus it is easier to take care of them here. And 
they decorate the room, too. I like it. I like my mother, and her friends 
coming over and seeing them there. (Nergiz 33, NC)
"Accounting for the Past" theme covers the efforts of the younger respondents 
to keep a link with the past identity. While more adaptive individuals enjoy the 
contrast between the old and the new, and try to achieve a synthesis, others negotiate 
their identity by putting the past on display for others as well as for themselves.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
The change from a local, traditional identity to a modem, urban one is not 
achieved overnight. The past leaves a mark on the present. While the industrial 
revolution may take place within the life of one generation, identity and culture need 
more time to adapt. The rapid transformations in the global era result in a confusion 
of identity. The consumption environment thus becomes an arena where confusion is 
faced and where different identity negotiation patterns emerge.
This thesis aimed to understand the means by which people in the global era, 
experiencing modernization and urbanization, negotiate their sense of identity in 
home furnishings. There were limitations of the study in that it was conducted at a 
single locality and focused on the younger generation in the urban area and the older 
generation in the rural area. The responses of the younger generation in traditional 
environment and the older generation who has moved to the city were extracted only 
to a certain extent. The ideal situation would be to have an equal number of 
informants from each group.
As a result of the study, it was found that modernization is viewed as 
westernization and is viewed in the light of two conflicting images held for the West. 
On one hand, the West is seen as a modem ideal to be reached, resulting in the 
acceptance of changes brought on by modernization as steps to civilization. 
Respondents accept modern, 'western' goods in order to benefit from the utilities 
offered by these goods and to be socially acceptable. In the younger respondents, a 
more competitive purchase pattern is present.
On the other hand, the West is not totally understood by the respondents, 
resulting in doubts as to the desirability of westernization. Urbanization implies a
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new lifestyle which is different from the one that has been going on for generations 
and is therefore not clearly understood. The confusion experienced brings about some 
discomfort with the encountered changes. Another effect that is complicating the 
picture is the persistence of traditions. Traditions do not change as quickly and result 
in more conflicts with the current lifestyle, while simultaneously providing a way to 
maintain identity. Whereas the older respondents hang on to traditional objects, the 
younger respondents emphasize local and religious beliefs in order to maintain 
identity.
All these factors in the environment necessitate different ways of negotiation. 
In house furnishings, the negotiation is done through purchases, usage patterns and 
images held. Respondents are more likely to buy modern goods that are in some way 
resembling the traditional goods. This resemblance can be in the shape or the design 
of the good. Moreover for appliances and electronical equipment, respondents prefer 
Turkish brands, making these modem goods appear more familiar. There is also a 
tendency to use the goods purchased, in patterns that are resembling the previous, 
traditional patterns. Respondents engage in domestication of the new goods; 
armchairs and appliances are covered with laces and embroideries. Furthermore 
identity is maintained through the arrangement of the furniture to reflect the social 
consensus. Whereas modernization and urbanization are seen equivalent to 
westernization, respondents negotiate their sense of identity by imitating, not the 
West directly, but the modern Turkish city houses. Thus an image of a domesticized 
West eases the discomfort they might feel.
As the younger respondents try to keep the link with their past, in addition to 
emphasizing objects which are the symbols of religious and local beliefs, they engage 
in two negotiation patterns. Whereas the more adapting, easy-going individuals try to 
reach a synthesis between the old and the new, others put the past on display as 
reminders of the identity.
As this study mainly focused on the younger generation in the urbanized area 
and the older generation in traditional houses, more research is necessary to extract
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the general themes for the younger generation in the traditional environment and the 
older generation who has immigrated to the city. Moreover, replicating the study in 
different regions can prevent the biases resulting from the locality, provide more 
insightful themes, as well as making it possible to compare responses of different 
regions. Finally, future studies can be based on variables other than urbanization and 
generation for reflecting the extent of transformations, which may lead to different 
themes.
As negotiation of identity is an important issue for the consumers living 
through important transformations in their economic, political and sociocultural 
environment, an opportunity for marketers presents itself Understanding dimensions 
of local identity and assessing specific local needs become more important than ever, 
as this insight will enable the introduction of products that can be used to satisfy the 
local, traditional and contemporary needs simultaneously. The ability to offer a new 
synthesis to the market will help consumers develop their sense of identity. As they 
do so, the confusion and frustration faced will decrease, resulting in higher consumer 
satisfaction. The golden rule of marketing dictates that long term success is 
dependent on the ability to satisfy the consumers. As a result, discovering the process 
of negotiation of identity and addressing it with products enabling synthesis, will 
open the road to success for marketers in the global era.
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